452 E. Silverado Ranch Blvd, Suite 120-395
Las Vegas, Nevada 89183-6207
877-976-2566
Cindy@MarvellessMark.com

MARVELLESS MARK KAMP, NATIONAL SPEAKER RIDER REQUIREMENTS 2017
This RIDER is part and parcel of the Agreement between ____________________ hereinafter referred to as the “Client” and Marvelless Mark, hereinafter referred to
as “Mark ”. Any additions/deletions to this Rider must be confirmed and accepted in writing.
Technical Requirements: Mark requires the Event Location and/or Presentation Room supports laptop and/or tablet connectivity with a suitable display projector. (minimum of
1500 lumens is preferred)With wireless clicker or slide advancer. Specifically, Mark requires that the laptop connectivity and display projector support Apple Products (i.e. Apple
MacBook and/or Apple iPad). Mark will provide the necessary adapter for VGA / HDMI. Because of custom fonts, unique videos, music clips, and moving graphics on the
presentation slides, Mark must use his own laptop for his programs. This is non negotiable. Because of copyright restrictions and requirements regarding aspects of Marks
rock star presentation,he must always deliver his presentation to your event from his computer positioned as outlined. It does not work to have Mark’s presentation loaded on to
a ‘show computer’ or to have Mark’s laptop computer run from the technician’s booth or AV table from the side or the back of the room. Presentation will be in a 16x9 format
unless requested otherwise. Mark will bring a back up computer and presentation with him. The laptop should to be positioned “inconspicuously” downstage on a small table or
on the front of stage. That requires the room to be pre-set with the three connections (power, video, audio) to that desired location. If this is done correctly, the preshow AV
sound check should take a maximum of 5-10 minutes! Minimum One Confidence Video Monitor is preferred.
Audio: One audio line (XLR to computer mini-jack) is required for computer audio playback. Also, mp3 audio tracks may be given to the sound technician for cued audio
playback.Mark requires one (1) cordless, handheld microphone on a straight stand with backup batteries, and one (1) cordless belt pack that is compatible to the standard
Shure 4-prong headset which Mark will provide. (Countrymen E-6) . Mark requires a suitable free standing sound system, on ground support or flown. House Sound in the
ceiling is not acceptable. (We are talking Rock Concert Presentation here people.) Note: When drumsticks are being used for presentation, a minimum of two audio monitors
are required downstage left and right.

I-MAG/RECORDING: If event will be using large video cameras for on-screen image magnification of Mark, and those screens are also going to be used for
projecting Mark’s slides, he needs to know this before the event so he can prepare for this. His presentation moves very quickly with sudden slide changes and
the show director will miss those key moments if they have chosen to project Mark rather than his slides. This is something that needs to be discussed and
prepared for ahead of time! FYI - If you are interested in recording Mark’s presentation on video, please contact your speakers bureau or Cindy prior to your event at 877976-2566 or via email: Cindy@MMSpeaks.com 5. Staging: Mark will work with existing staging provided. It is recommended be in front and center alignment with the
general session seating. We want your show to Rock. Having done 100’s of shows, we have found that its important to have the first row of seats as close to the stage
as possible. Minimum of 4-6 feet is preferred.
Lighting/etc.: Mark will work with existing lighting on this event, which should include a lighting system focused to cover the working area of the stage in a bright
stage wash. Please be sensitive to lights that can wash out the screen. Mark works the whole stage and needs to be seen.
In the event certain technical requirements are unavailable, Speaker requires a minimum of 14 days notice in order to make the necessary arrangements.
DISCLAIMER: Client acknowledges that the performance by Marvelless Mark creates enthusiasm and audience participation by sometimes using drumsticks
(when purchased). Notwithstanding, Mark assumes no liability in the event of damage to either personnel, attendees, décor, or property damage, whether
purchased, owned or rented by client through vendors, venue, or Marvelless Mark. Any drumsticks utilized in show must be purchased from Marvelless
Mark.

X
Client’s Printed Name:
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Client’s Title:

For questions, contact your Speaker Bureau or Mark’s office at 877-976-2566.

Date:
Email:

